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vi -PERIODIC HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF
EXCEPTIONAL LIE GROUPS:

TORSION-FREE CASES

MARTIN BENDERSKY, DONALD M. DAVIS, AND MAMORU MIMURA

Abstract. The vx-periodic homotopy groups «¡" n„(X ; p) are computed ex-

plicitly for all pairs (X, p), where X is an exceptional Lie group whose integral

homology has no p-torsion. This yields new lower bounds for p-exponents of

actual homotopy groups of these spaces. Delicate calculations with the unstable

Novikov spectral sequence are required in the proof.

1. Statement of results

If p is prime, the p-local «i-periodic homotopy groups vx"xnt(X; p) can

be defined, similarly to [13], for any space X which has an eventual //-space

exponent at p. We review this definition at the end of this section. These

groups are interesting because they are often almost completely computable and

yet they give large direct summands of actual homotopy groups of X. Using

results of [17] and [11], we show at the end of this section that all compact Lie

groups have such exponents for all p , and so we should try to compute their vx-

periodic homotopy groups. This was done at the odd primes for SU(«), Sp(n),

and SO(«) in [13], for SU(«) at the prime 2 in [8], and for G2 at the prime 2
in [14]. In this paper we do it for all exceptional Lie groups X at all primes p

for which H*(X ; Z) has no p-torsion. In the process, we also calculate the vx-

periodic homotopy groups of many sphere bundles over spheres. We also read
off some results about p-exponents of the exceptional Lie groups; in particular,

we show that they are not quite independent of the prime p .

Our results depend heavily upon the following splitting theorem of [23, 21,

27] for the p-localizations of the exceptional Lie groups. That these are the

only torsion-free cases was established in [10].

Theorem 1.1. The exceptional Lie groups when localized at p split as indicated

below.
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G2      p = 3      52(3,11)

p = 5    5(3,11)
p>5    S3xSxx

F4    p = 5 5(3, 11) x 5(15, 23)
p = 7 5(3, 15) x 5(11, 23)
p=\l 5(3,23) xSxx xSX5

p>ll S3 x Sxx x SX5 x S23

E6    p = 5    F4xB(9,\l)
p>5    F4xS9xSxl

E7    p = 5 5(3, 11, 19,27, 35)x5(15,23)
p = l 5(3, 15, 27) x 5(11, 23, 35) x Sx9
p = ll 5(3, 23) x 5(15, 35) xS11 x Sx9 x S27
p = 13 5(3, 27) x 5(11, 35) x Sxs x Sx9 x S23

p = \l 5(3, 35) x Sxx x SX5 x Sx9 x S23 x S21

p>\l S3 x Sxx x SXi x SX9 x S23 x S21 x S35

E&    p = 7 5(3, 15,27, 39) x 5(23, 35,47, 59)
p = 11 5(3, 23) x 5(15, 35) x 5(27, 47) x 5(39, 59)
p= 13 5(3, 27) x 5(15, 39) x 5(23, 47) x 5(35, 59)
p = 17 5(3, 35) x 5(15, 47) x 5(27, 59) x S23 x S39
p=l9 5(3, 39) x 5(23, 59) x Sx5 x S21 x S35 x S47

p = 23 5(3, 47) x 5(15, 59) x S23 x S21 x S35 x S39

p = 29 5(3, 59) x S15 x S23 x S21 x S35 x S39 x S41

p>29 S3 x S15 x S23 x S21 x S3i x S39 x S41 x S59

Here each space 5(2« i + 1, ... , 2«r +1) is built up from fibrations involving

p-local spheres of the indicated dimensions, and is equivalent to a direct factor of

the p-localization of SU(«r +1 )/SU(«i ). The attaching map of the middle cell of
5(2« + 1, 2« + 2/7 - 1) is ax £ n2n+2p-2(S2n+x). The only factor not of this
type, labeled B2(3, 11), is a sphere bundle with attaching map a2, and is not a

direct factor in the ^-localization of a quotient of SU 's.

Here a, denotes the standard element of order p in 7i2(P-X)t-X(S°) (see, e.g.,

[24, 1.3.11]). Of course, the Wi-periodic homotopy groups of a product space

are just the product of the vx -periodic homotopy groups of the factors, and

so the vx -periodic homotopy groups of all torsion-free exceptional Lie groups

follow from Theorem 1.1 and Theorems 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 below, which give

the vx -periodic homotopy groups of the factors occurring in 1.1. We leave it

to the interested reader to use these ingredients to tabulate v~xn*(X; p) for

each exceptional Lie group X and each prime p for which X is torsion-

free; it is completely straightforward. We also point out that, for each such

pair (X, p), distinct factors in the splitting of X^ given in 1.1 have non-

overlapping nonzero periodic homotopy groups, which, with 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4,

implies that vx~xk¡(X ; p) is a finite cyclic p-group for all even values of /.

We use the customary notation q = 2(p-1 ), and vp (-) denotes the exponent

of p . If the context makes its value clear, the p will be omitted as subscript of
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v and also as an argument of vl '?!*(-). The first result, which is the linchpin

of our entire approach, was proved in [15], using work of [19, 26].

Theorem 1.2. Let p be an odd prime. Then

v-xn2l_x(S2n+x;p)KV-xn2i(S2n+x;p)

Z/pmin(n,v(i-n)+l)     ¡f ¡ = „ modp _ , _

0 otherwise.

The second result, Theorem 1.3, states the «i-periodic homotopy groups

of certain sphere bundles over spheres. It will be proved in §2, where it is

generalized to a wider class of sphere bundles over spheres.

Theorem 1.3. Let p be an odd prime. Using the notation of Theorem 1.1, we

have the following:
(1) The only nonzero vx-periodic homotopy groups of 5(3, 2p + 1) are

v;x7t2p+qm_x(B(3, 2p + 1)) « v-xn2p+qm(B(2,,2p + 1))

« Z/pmin(p+x ' i+»(m-Pl'~t)).

(2) If « > 1, /«*« the only nonzero groups vj~ ' n2i(B(2n + 1, 2« + q + 1 )) are

vl-xn2n+qm(B(2n +l,2n + q + l))

( Z/ynin("'2+"(m» if m £ 1 modp,

0 I z/pmin(~n+P-x-2+^m-1^   ifm=\ mod/?,

and the group vx~' n2i-x (5(2« + 1, 2« + q + 1 )) has the same order as the group

v-xn2i(B(2n+ 1, 2« + q + 1)).

(3) The only nonzero 3-primary vx-periodic homotopy groups of B2(3, 11)

are

v-xn9+4m(B2(3, 11); 3) «f1"17i1o+4m(52(3, 11); 3)

~ 7/'}m'n((>> \+v(m—2*34))

The third result, which will be proved in §3, gives the ^i-periodic homotopy

groups of the five factors of torsion-free exceptional Lie groups which are built

up from more than two spheres by fibering. It is quite clear how several of them

could be fit under the same rubric, but we shall not bother with the extent to

which this generalization can be made.

Theorem 1.4. For the following spaces X, the groups vx~xit2¡(X) are cyclic, and

are nonzero in only the cases listed below. Moreover, vx~ ' 712/-1 (X) has the same

order as v7xn2¿(X).
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"5(lV*2(4m+5)(£(3, H, 19, 27, 35); 5)|)

' min(6, 4 + u(m)) if m = 4,5 mod 5,

min(10, 4 + v(m - 1))    //m = 1 mod 5,

min(14, 4 + v(m - 2))   z/m = 2 mod 5,

l, min(18, 4 + v(m - 3))    if m = 3 mod 5,

u7(\v^n2{6m+1)(B(3,l5,27);7)\)

min(8, 2 + v(m)) if m ^ 1 mod 7,

min(14, 2 +i/(w - 1))    ¡/mE lmod7,

^7(Kl7r2(6W+5)(ß(ll,23,35);7)|)

{min(5, 3 + v(m)) if m ^1,2 mod 7,

min(ll, 3 + v(m - 1))   //"m=lmod7,

min(17, 3 + v(m - 2))   ifm = 2 mod 7,

^7(K1^(6W+7)(ß(3,15,27,39);7)|)

{min(8, 3 + ^(w)) i/m ^1,2 mod 7,

min(14, 3 + v(m - 1))    ifm=\n\oc\l,

min(20, 3 + v(m - 2))   if m = 2 mod 7,

^7(K17r2(6m+11)(5(23,35,47,59);7)|)

min(l 1, 4 + v(m)) if m ^ 1, 2, 3 mod 7,

min(17, 4 +^(«î - 1)) z/m=lmod7,

min(23, 4 +y(m - 2)) i/«? = 2 mod 7,

min(29, 4 +i^(«7 - 3))    z/m = 3 mod 7.

The significance of this long tabulation of results is (at least) 4-fold. First,

they are a complete answer for a problem in homotopy theory. Second, they

show more explicitly the form that the results for SU(«) of [ 13] will take. Third,

their determination involves delicate calculations in the unstable Novikov spec-

tral sequence (UNSS). We have tried to be quite careful in §§2 and 3 to show

the nonexpert how these calculations are performed. And fourth, they imply

new results about p-exponents of this important class of spaces.

The p-exponent of a space X, denoted expp(X), is the largest * such that

n*(X) has an element of order pe . It was proved in [11] that expp(5'2"+1) = « ,

and in particular does not depend upon p. If vx~xn*(X) has an element of

order pe, then so does n*(X), although not necessarily for the same value of

* . Since the p-exponent of the total space of a fibration is < the sum of the

/^-exponents of the base and the fiber, and since the /^-exponent of a product is

the maximum of the /7-exponents of its factors, we have the following corollary

of the above results.

Corollary 1.5.

6   ifp = 3 or 5,
expp(G2) = |

ifp > 5,
expp(F4) > 11    ifp = 5 or 1,        exp„(£'6) > 11    ifp = 5 or 1,
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exOp(F4) = expp(£6)

expp(£7) >\,n    .,_  .     . ii
I 17    z/7 <p < 13,

exP;,(£8)>29   if7<p<23,

In particular, for each of the exceptional Lie groups, the p-exponent is not

completely independent of p. We conjecture that all the inequalities in the

above corollary can be replaced by equalities.

We close this section by reviewing the definition of v]~xnt(X ; p). As defined

in [25], a space X has an eventual //-space exponent at p if, for some * and

/, pe:Q.'X -* Çl'X is null-homotopic. This is true whenever X is a compact

Lie group, because it was shown in [17] that for some m the map pm: X —» X

factors through a finite product of odd-dimensional spheres, and it was shown

in [11] that odd-dimensional spheres have eventual //-space exponents at all
primes.

Assume that pe:£l'X -> Q.'X is null-homotopic, and let Mk denote a

mod-pe Moore space with top cell of dimension k.   Let q = 2(p - 1), let

Mk+qpe -» Mk denote an Adams map [1], and let Map„(-, -) be the space

of pointed maps. The null homotopy defines a map s, which is used in the

definition of the composite below, denoted A'.

(1.6)        ÇÏX ^ Map»(Af'+1, X) ^ Mapt(/V/'+^f+1, X) £ 0.'+™'X.

The vx-periodic homotopy groups of X are defined by applying tt,(-) to (1.6),

iterating, and passing to the direct limit using the maps A'.

v~xnn(X) = dirlimnn-t(Q'+icipe(X)).

This definition, originally given in [13], demanded some care in choosing *,
j, and A in order that the definition be compatible with fibrations and with

periodic mod-pe homotopy groups. Later, in [16], the definition was gener-

alized in a way which applies to all spaces and avoids all choices. Note that

the definition as a direct limit implies that if v]~xn„(X) is finitely generated

it will be a direct summand of nn+iqpe(X) for i sufficiently large. We make

no attempt to estimate how small such i can be chosen, i.e., in what actual

homotopy groups the periodic groups exist as direct summands. The first two
authors hope to address this in a subsequent paper.

2.   Vi-PERIODIC HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF SPHERE BUNDLES OVER SPHERES

In this section we prove two results which give the precise vx -periodic ho-

motopy groups of certain sphere bundles over spheres. One of these is Theo-

rem 1.3(2), while the other is the following result, which implies parts (1) and

(3) of Theorem 1.3. As throughout this paper, p denotes an odd prime, and

<7 = 2(p-l).

Theorem 2.1. Let S3 -* Bk(3, kq + 3) -> Shi+3 be a ftbration with attaching

map ak for the bottom cells of Bk(3, kq + 3). Then the only nonzero vx-periodic

12   ifp= 11,

11    ifp > 11
l/p=17,

ifp> 17,
J30   zy> = 29,

tJ7^     / 18expp(£7) = | 17
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homotopy groups of Bk(3, kq + 3) are

vx{nq(k+m)+x(Bk(3, kq + 3)) « v-xnq(k+m)+2(Bk(3, kq + 3))

Ä jjipmm(k(p-\)+2, \+v(m-kPk{*-x)))

The proof of both Theorems 1.3 and 2.1 begins by reducing to a calculation

of the 1-line of the UNSS. This reduction is established as in [13] by building
the space up by fibrations of spheres and studying the morphism from the exact

sequence of v{~xn*(-) to that of E2'*(-). For spheres, this morphism is a

bijection from even groups to the 1-line and an injection from odd groups to

the 2-line, and this implies that the same is true for the built-up spaces. The

morphism is only defined in large dimensions, but that suffices for all since

both are periodic. This periodicity was proved for £2''*(SU(«)) in [13] using
results of [3, 12]. For the factors of exceptional Lie groups which are not also

factors of some SU(«), this periodicity will be a corollary of the calculation
performed here. This exact-sequence argument was used in [5] to prove a result

which generalizes that which is needed here.

We shall not attempt to calculate E\'*(-) for the spaces involved in Theo-

rems 1.3 and 2.1, for the 2-line seems to be more complicated, being apparently

not always cyclic. Instead, we note, as was done in [13], that the fact that

vx~xn2i-X(S2n+x) and vx"x7i2i(S2n+x) have the same order allows us to deduce

the same thing for spaces built up from fibrations of spheres, using a simple Eu-

ler characteristic argument. A special argument will be used in Theorem 2.24

to show that the odd vx -periodic homotopy groups of the spaces in Theorem

2.1 are cyclic.

Remark. Theorems 1.3 and 2.1 can be interpreted as giving explicit formulas

for the numbers called ep(k, n) in [13], dp(k+l,n) in [12], and up(A(k,n))
in [18] for certain values of k and « . Here we have a result in number theory

proved via the UNSS. For example, the second author conjectured the following

result based on computer calculations and was unable to prove it using methods

of number theory, but it follows immediately from Theorem 1.3(1) and [13,

1.4]. Recall that the Stirling numbers of the second kind, denoted by S(k, j),
are defined by

Proposition 2.2. Let ep(k, n) = min{vp(j\S(k, j)) : « < j < k}, where S(k, j)
denotes a Stirling number of the second kind. If p is odd, then for any m > 0

eP((p- l)(«i+ 1) + l,p+ 1) = min(p + 1, 1 + vp(m - pp~x)).

We follow quite closely the proof of [2, 4.11], which was essentially our

Theorem 1.3(1), i.e., the case k = 1 of Theorem 2.1. We point out that our

current work brought to light a minor mistake in [2, 4.11]. The (-1)S+I should

be replaced by 1.
It was shown in [7] that the only nonzero groups E2'*(S2n+x) are

(-) "J\ pi ,2n+qm+\ s e2n+\\ ^ y /_min(n ,v(m)+\)

The orders of the groups in Theorems 2.1 and 1.3(2) follow from the above

remarks and the following results.
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Theorem 2.4. Assume « > 1. In the exact sequence

0 _» Ei,2»+w+i(S2n+i) ± Ex2'2n+qm+x(B(2n + \,2n + q + \))

¿^ ßl ,2n+qm+\ t ç<2n+q+\\ _^ g2,2n+qm+\ / o2n+l\

the morphism d is 0 unless

• « + p - 2 < v(m - 1), when it is a surjection Z/pn+p~x -> Z//>, or

• « - 2 < zv(«z), when it is an injection Z/p —> Z/p" .

Theorem 2.5. /« i«* exact sequence

0 _> ̂  Mk+m)+i{si)  U  EUqik+m)+){Bk{3 ̂ fc? + 3))

h Ex2'^k+m'>+3(Skq+3) ̂ E¡'k9+3(S3)

the morphism d is a surjection to Z/p unless

v(m)>k(p-\)   and   k = m¡pk{p~x^ mod/7,

in which case it is 0.

After proving these theorems, we will prove in Theorem 2.23 that the groups

Ex2'2n+<im+x(B(2n +1,2/1 + 0+1)) and Ex2'9{k+m)+\Bk(3, kq + 3)) are cyclic,

which, with the earlier remarks and Theorem 2.24 for the cyclicity of some

vl~xn2i-X(-), completes the proof of Theorems 1.3(2) and 2.1.

We now embark upon the proof of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, which involves

careful UNSS calculations similar to those of [2]. We will review the relevant

background results as we proceed. We use the Hazewinkel generators w, £ 55*

and hi = c(t¡) £ BP*(BP). We abbreviate nR(-) to n(-), and write h¡Vj
interchangeably with n(Vj)h¡. We will need the following result, whose proof

we outline, although it involves standard BP methods, such as those of [24].

Lemma 2.6. (i) y/(h2) = h2 ® 1 + 1 ® h2 + ¿Xi' ii1)h\ ® K'^ + «i ® «i ;

(ii)   vi =phx + n(vx);

(iii)   v2 = ph2 + (1 -pp-x)hpvx + n(v2) -(p+ 1)<«, + Ewai«r1_yÄ{,
where a,eZ.

Proof. We use vx — pmx and pv2 + vp+x = p2m2. Part (i) follows from

Y,V(hi)plml= £ hf ® hplm,.
/,/ j,k,l

Part (ii) is obtained by multiplying mx - hx + n(mx) by p . Part (iii) is obtained

by multiplying m2 = h2 + n(mx)hp + n(m2) by p2. This yields

pv2 + vp+x =p2h2+phpvx +pt](v2) + (vx -phx)p+x.

In the expansion of the last term, the vp+x cancels with the term on the left-hand

side, after which we divide everything by p . The next term in the expansion

appears in our stated formula, while the last two terms combine to -vxpph\-

pp~xhpvx . The first of these appears in the sum in our formula, and the second

is combined with an earlier term.   D
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The UNSS is defined so that E2'l(S2n+l) is the homology of the unstable

cobar complex, which has, for example, terms with 5 = 2 spanned by those
vahb ® vchd ® vei2n+x satisfying

(2.7) \d\<^\ve\ + n   and   \b\ < {-\vc\ + ±|«rf| + x2\ve\ + n.

Here monomials such as hb are hb]h22 ■ ■ ■ with \b\ = bx + b2 H-  and

lJ\hb\ = (p-l)bl + (p2-l)b2 + ---.

The factor vc can be considered as acting on the right of hb or on the left

of hd . Terms such as these are sometimes written in [ ] notation. The

boundary d in the unstable cobar complex is defined as in [7, p. 244]; for

example,

d(vahbvci2n+x) = (n(va) - Va) ® «Vi2n+, - vay(hb)vci2n+x

-vahb®(n(vc)-vc)i2n+x,

where Tj7(hb) = ip(hb) - hb ® 1 - 1 ® hb . For spaces such as those of Theorem

2.5, E2''(B(2n + 1, 2« + q + 1)) has terms ending in x2n+x or x2n+q+x, and

d(vahbvcx2n+q+x) has the additional term vahb ® vchxx2n+x . In §3, we will

consider more explicitly how the coaction in 55*(SU(«)) comes into play in

the boundary in the cobar complex of SU(«) and its quotients.

We expand upon (2.3) by recalling the following result from [7, 9.12].

Proposition 2.9. Let p = min(« , v(m) + 1). Then

El>2»+*m+\s2n+l) « Z/p"

with generator am/ß - d(v\n')/pfl satisfying

ifp = n, then am/n = -v™-nh\ mod^i^2""1).

The double suspension homomorphism

p\,2n+qm-\tv2n-\\ ^   c-1,2n+qm+l ¡ o2n+l \

is injective.

The abbreviation am will be used for am/X . Note that ax = -hx , which will

be used frequently without comment. Although there should be no confusion

between these classes and homotopy classes of the same name such as those

mentioned in 1.1, the two are compatible anyway; the ^-classes am detect the

homotopy classes am . A variation on (2.7) which will frequently be used is

that for am/j ® hdvei2n+x to be defined, the second condition of (2.7) should

be replaced by

(2.10) j<\\hd\ + \\ve\ + n.

Next we review results from [2] about the unstable elements on the 2-line.

The double suspension Hopf invariant H2 is discussed there. We denote by //'

the morphism
//' : E¡(S2n+x) ^ ExtXv(W(n)) -^ E\(M)

obtained by following H2 by the stabilization. Here

E{(M) « Ext^,^(55*, BP./p)

denotes the £2-term of the stable UNSS for the mod p Moore spectrum M.

We will eventually need the following facts about E2(M).
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Lemma 2.11. (1) E2(M) is commutative.

(2) vkhx j¿0e£'(M).
(3) If x £ E2(M), then v2x = xv2 = 0.

(4) vxhk{p-i)+l = vk{p-l)+ihi in E2(M).
e— 1     i

(5) If s ^0 modp, then aSpe-\/e = -sv\p    ~ hx in E2(M).

Proof. Part (1) is well known, part (2) is [24, p. 157], and part (3) follows from

[20, 2.10]. Part (4) follows from Proposition 2.6(iii), part 3 of this lemma, and

the fact that p«i = 0 e E2(M). To prove part (5), we use 2.6(h) to expand
*— 1

v\p     , obtaining

*— I
j sp        /     e-\\

°*-*/< = -pW1)- m + i(vx)ype-') = - £ r\ y-eh{vf-x-f

All terms except j = 1 are divisible by p , and hence 0. To insure that terms

with j large are p times an admissible element, write pi~eh\ as

p(vx-n(vx))J-e-xhe+x.   D

Now we cull from [2] the following result. We denote by É2''(S2n+x) the

subgroup of E2''(S2n+x) consisting of unstable elements, i.e., those which sta-

bilize to zero.

Theorem 2.12. (1) Let a be fixed, and t = u(a). The groups E¡'qa+2n+x(S2n+x)

are

(a) Z/p" if « <t + 1, injecting to one another under X2 ;

(b) Z/p'+1 ift+l<n<a-t, with I2 inducing -p ;
(c) Z/pa~" ifa-t-\<n<a, surjecting to one another under E2.

(2) Suppose x £ E2(S2n+x ) may be represented in the unstable cobar complex

by a cycle of the form y®h"i2n+x mod EX(S2"~X), where yi2pn-\ isdefined. (Note
that this 2pn - 1 is 2 smaller than necessary for y ® h"i2n+x to be defined.)

Then
H'(x) = y£Ex2(M),

and x double desuspends if and only if y = 0.
(3) In E¡'qa+2n+x(S2n+x) with t = u(a)

(a) aa-X ® axi2n+x has order p if 1 < « < t + 1, while if n > t + I, it is 0

and equals d(v"~'~2h'i+2t2n+x) in the cobar complex;

(b) aa-2 ® h2i2n+x has order p2 if 2 < n < t + 1, has order p if n = t + 2,

and is d(va''~3h[+3i2n+x) if « > / + 3 ;

(c) aa_3®«^7 is a generator when n-3.

Proof. Part (1) is [2, 3.2], and the formula for H'(x) is part of [4, 5.3]. The
double suspension EHP sequence implies that if x double desuspends, then

H'(x) = 0. If x does not double desuspend, then [2, 3.2(iv)] implies that

H'(x) ^ 0. In part 3, the nonzero parts are most easily seen in the tables on

p. 534 and 530 of [2]. The part which represents them as a boundary when

they become 0 is from [2, 3.7]. The formulas there suspend to the desired

boundaries   D

Now we can prove Theorem 2.4. We begin with the case v(m - 1) = 0, in

which case d : Z/p -> z/pmin^m^+x-^ . Similarly to [8] or [2, 4.5], the image of
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a generator is a„,_iai/2„+i . By (2.10), am-Xaxt2n+x desuspends to S3, where

it is nonzero. To see that am-Xaxi^ ^ 0, we use Proposition 2.9 to see that

mod E2(SX) it is í;¡"_2«i ® «ii3, which satisfies

H'(vlm-2hx®hxi3) = vim-2hx ¿0,

by Theorem 2.12(2) and Lemma 2.11. Alternatively, just apply 2.12(3).

By Theorem 2.12(1),

É¡'qm+3(S3) -» f2,?m+2n+1^2n+l)

is nonzero if and only if « < v(m) + 1. Hence am_xaxi2n+x ^ 0 if and only if

« < v(m) + 1, as desired.

Now assume v(m - 1) > 0. Then È2>2"+qm+l(S2n+x) « Z/p, and so by

Theorem 2.12(1)

ö = 0    if and only if   d (gen) double desuspends.

We divide into two cases, the first being v(m - 1) < «+p-2. Letting * =

v(m- 1) + 1,

d(gen) = am_x/eaxi2n+x.

By Proposition 2.9, am_1/e desuspends to S2e+X . The assumption implies

2* + 1 < q + 2« - 1,

so that am_X/eaxi2n+x double desuspends, hence is 0, as claimed.

The final case is v(m-\)>n+p-2. In this case d(gen) = am^Xi„+p-Xaxi2n+x,

which, by Proposition 2.9, equals vxKh1+p~x ®hxi2n+x , mod terms which desus-

pend, where K = m-l-n-p + \. By Lemma 2.13 below, in the unstable

cobar complex

hp®hnxi2n+x+h\+p-x®hxi2n+x

is a boundary mod terms that desuspend. Hence

H'(vxK h1+p~x ® hxi2n+x) = -H'(v?hp ® hnxi2n+x) = -vxKhp = -vf+p~xhx ¿ 0,

where the first " = " follows from 2.12(2), the last " = " follows from 2.11(4),
and the " ^ " follows from 2.11(2). Hence by 2.12(2), d ¿ 0, as claimed.   D

The following lemma was used in the above proof, and will be used again

later.

Lemma 2.13. For n > 1 and K > 0,

(hp®hf{p-l)+n + hfij'-x)+p+n-l®hx)vlKi2n+x

is the sum of a boundary and a class which double desuspends.

Letting « = 1 and K = 0, and noting that 2 is a unit, we obtain the following

corollary.

Corollary 2.14. h\ ® hx is is the sum of a boundary and a class which desuspends

to Sx.

Proof of Lemma 2.13. The class which bounds the stated class mod elements

which double desuspend is h\h2vxKi2n+x, where * = K(p - 1) + « - 1. One term

in the boundary of this is

h\h2 ® d(vxK)i2n+x = -hexh2®paKi2n+\,
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which double desuspends. The other part of the boundary is

(e^

1=0

Y, ( )) (h'i ® AÎ~'A2 + h[h2 ® «,"' + Kp ® he-i'+l

+ Py£ajh'+J®hl'+p-Jvxyfi2n+x,
;=i

with the terms (\®helh2+helh2®l)vfi2n+x omitted. All terms double desuspend
except the cases i = 0 and i — e of the third term in the sum, yielding the

claim.   D

Another corollary which we will use several times in §3 is

Corollary 2.15. For any *>0, v¡hp~x+n ® hxi2n+x ¿ 0 e E¡'*(S2n+x).

Proof. By Lemma 2.13, we can rewrite it so that its Hopf invariant can be

calculated by 2.12(2) to be v\hp , which 2.11 shows to be nonzero.   D

Now we begin the proof of Theorem 2.5. We begin with the case v(m) <

k(p - 1). In this case,

(2.16) 9(gen) = am/u{m)+xakt3, = -am/l/{m)+iVk~xhxii,

mod terms that desuspend to Sx . Here we have used 2.9. The assumption that

v(m) < k(p - 1) implies am/1/(m)+1 is defined on Sk<l+X , and hence 2.12(2)

implies

//'(d(gen)) = -am/l/(m)+xvk-x ¿0,

where the last step uses parts (1), (5), and (2) of Lemma 2.11. Thus d / 0 in

this case, as claimed.
Now we complete the proof of 2.5 by considering the case u(m) > k(p - 1).

We let r = k(p - 1) + 1, s = m/p^m), and

0   ifu(m)>k(p-\),

if v(m) = k(p — 1).

We will establish the following string of equations in the next paragraph, and

then we will further analyze whether these terms are 0 by studying their Hopf

invariants. The following string is valid mod terms which desuspend to Sx :

d (gen) = amlraki^

(2.17) = p-r(n(v?) - (phx + n(vx))m)<*kh

{!

m   /   \

= -E{™)pi-rhi<-i<*^
j=i

(2.18) = -pm-r«^a^3 - 6Sfli<~ V*3

(2.19) = -vf-'h'iakii - v™-r-xh\vkxhxii + eshiv^+k-2hii3

(2.20) =^l + 5 + C,

where A , B , and C denote the three terms in the preceding line.

Line (2.17) follows from 2.9, (2.8), and 2.6(H). Line (2.18) has been obtained

by observing that in the sum all terms desuspend to Sx except j = m and, if
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v(m) — r - 1 , then 7 = 1. To see this, we observe that we need to have a p

to make akis desuspend. This will be true unless j = 1 and v(m) = r - 1.

The requirement that j be less than half the degree of the symbols following

h{ will only be a problem for large values of j. When j is large, write the

term as

(™Wi-*(«!))'-'-vv~w
Since p times anything which is defined on S3 desuspends to Sx, this desus-

pends to Sx provided

k(p- l) + 2 = r+ 1 <(p- l)(m-j + k) + 1,     1 < (p - \)(m- j),j <m.

To obtain (2.19), we have rewritten the first term of (2.18) as

-P(vx-n(vx))m-r-xh\+xakn,

and observed that when this is expanded, all terms except the first desuspend;

we write p«i - vx - n(vx) in that first term. We have also converted ak to

-vk~xhx at several places, using 2.9.

We note that we can evaluate the Hopf invariant of 5 and C by 2.12(2),

and, using 2.11 and recalling r = k(p - 1) + 1, we obtain

H'(B + C) = (-1 + es)v["+/c-2«i.

We will show that H'(A) = (1 - k)v\m+k~2hx, which will complete the proof of

Theorem 2.5. If k = 1, then A = v[m-r+k~xhp ® «,z3, which by Corollary 2.14

is a boundary mod Sx , and hence its Hopf invariant is 0, as claimed.

Now assume k > 1, and define A' by A = vf^A'. Then

A' = -h[aki3 = -h\Urt(vk) - (phx + r](vx))k)t3

= kh\ ® Mí-1* + E (fcW(t>i - w(«i)y-2«i«f~^3.

Thanks to the extra p, the terms in the sum with j < k desuspend to Sx,

but the j = k term has a problem because of the h2t3 at the end. When its

(vx - n(vx))k~2 is expanded, all terms except the first will desuspend because

t](vx)h2 = h2vx . Thus, always working mod Sx, we obtain

Ä = kh\ ® hxvk~xi3 + hrxpvk~2h2i3

= khk{P~l)+l ® hXVk~Xl3 + «f(í,-1)+1^-1«lí3 - hk{p-i)+lVk-2hXVx¡i ,

where we have used 2.6(a) in the last line.

We analyze the terms of (2.21) one at a time. By Lemma 2.22(b) and Corol-

lary 2.14, the second term yields

h*to-Wvk-ihll3 = vik-DPhP ®hil3^ o.
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For the third term, we have, mod boundaries and classes that desuspend,

-h\(P'X)+XVk-2hxVxl3 = -vf-2)h2p-X ® A,t7il3 = vf-2)hP ® hPVxl3

= vp{k-2)hpvphxi3,

where we have used Lemma 2.22(c), then Lemma 2.13, and then Lemma 2.22(a).

For the first term of (2.21), we have

khkip-l)+l ® hxvk~xi3 = -kh\ ® Ai*"1^-1^1«*-1^ = -khpv[k-l)phxi3,

by Lemma 2.13 followed by Lemma 2.22(a). Substituting these into (2.21), we
can apply 2.12(2) to find

H'(A) = (\-k)v™-rvp(k-x)hp,

which by 2.11 equals (1 - k)v\m+k~2hx, as desired.

The following lemma was used several times in the preceding paragraph.

Lemma 2.22. In the cobar complex of S3, mod terms that desuspend to Sx,

(a) hf-x){*-X)+lvk-xh = vf-X)phxiy,

(b) «f(p-1)+1í;f-1«1z3 EE v\k-l)php ® «,I3 ;

(c) hk{p-l)+lvk-2hxvxii = vPik-2)h2p-x ® hxvxi,.

Proof. We multiply Lemma 2.6(iii) by

(a) (hf-2){p-x)v\-2 + vph^)(p-X)vk-3 + ■■■ + v\k-2)p • 1) • Z3 ;

(b) («l*-1^-1^-2 + vph[k-2){p-%k-3 + ■■■ + v[k-2)php-x)®Ä,i3;

(c) (Äj*-1^-1^*-3 + vph[k-2){p-l)vk-4 + ■■■ + v\k-i)ph2{p-l)) ® hxvxi3.

Clearly the indicated sum, when multiplied by the hpvx -vphx which is part of

2.6(iii), yields the desired result, with intermediate terms cancelling. We must

show that when the indicated sum is multiplied by the other terms of 2.6(iii),

all terms obtained desuspend to Sx. In parts (a) and (c), the terms in each sum

already desuspend, and this cannot be hurt by multiplying by the other terms

of 2.6(iii). Part (b) is slightly more difficult because the terms of the sum do

not desuspend to Sx because hxt3 requires a p in order to desuspend. When

terms of the sum are multiplied by v2 , n(v2), ph2 , pp~xhpvx , or p'«j , the

Hopf invariant may be evaluated using 2.12(2). In the first two cases, this yields

0 by 2.11(3). In the other cases, we use the fact that if x £ cobar(5"2"+1), then

H'(px) = 0, since, by [6], //' factors through the mod p reduction of the cobar

complex. Thus we need merely note that h^p~X)h2v{~xhxiT,, pp~2h\(p^x)+p v\hxty,

and p'-1«, _1)+'î7i_1«i/3 are defined, using 2.6(h) to replace p«i. D

Now we settle the extension questions in Theorems 2.4 and 2.5.

Theorem 2.23. E\ '2n+qm+x(B(2n + 1, 2« + q + 1)), Ex2 >q(k+m)+\Bk(3, kq + 3))

in Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 are cyclic groups.

Proof. We begin with Theorem 2.4. We will show that whenever ker(<9) /

0 in the exact sequence of 2.4, there is an element z £ E2X,'(B) such that

j*(z) = am-Xi2n+q+x , the element of order p, and pz = /»(gen). Since

d(am_xi2n+q+x) = 0 in these cases, there is w £ Ex2'2n+qm+x(S2n+x) such that

d(w) = am_1all2«+i • Let

Z — <*m-ll2n+q+\ - Wl2n+X.
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Then z is a cycle, since d(z) = am-Xaxi2n+x - am-Xaxi2n+x, and clearly j*(z)

is as required. Since, by 2.9, pam-X = í/(v¡"_1) , we have

pz - í/(v¡"_1i2„+í+i) = d(v™~x)i2n+q+x -pwi2n+x

- d(v™~x)i2n+q+x +v™-xaxi2n+x

= U((v™~xax -pw)i2n+x).

We consider the morphism of 52-terms

Ex(S2n+x) -+ EX(S°) -+ E\(M)

obtained by stabilizing the cobar complex and reducing it mod p . The image

of (v™~xax - pw)i2n+x is vj"_1«i, which is nonzero by Lemma 2.11. Since

Ex2'2n+qm+x(S2n+x) is a cyclic group, (v™-xax -pw)i2n+x must then be a gen-

erator, since it maps nontrivially to a Z/p .

The argument for Theorem 2.5 works similarly up to the point of showing

that (v?ak-pw)i3 ¿ 0 £ E2l'q{k+m)+3(S3). We show this by noting from [6,

§7] that the Hopf invariant

H2:E2x(S3)^Ext°(W(l))

factors through the mod p reduction of the unstable cobar complex. Thus

H2((v?ak -pw)i3) = H2(v?+khxi3) = v™+k + 0.

The first " = " uses [7, p. 246] to express ak mod Sx , the second uses [4, 5.3],

and the " ^ " uses [2, 3.4].   D

We close this section by proving the following result mentioned earlier, which

completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.24. InTheorem 2.1, the group vx~[nq^k+m^+x(Bk(3, kq+3)) is cyclic.

Proof. We use the exact sequence in vx~xn*(—) of the fibration of Theorem 2.1.

Since

vxxnq{k+m)+x(S3) «Z/p,

the cyclicity follows from that of vx~xnq(k+m^+x(Skq+3) unless

(2.25) 0 = 0: vx-xnq(k+m)+2(Skq+3) - v-xnq(k+m)+x(S3).

If (2.25) is satisfied, then

oax ¿ 0 : v-xnq(k+m_X)+2(Skq+3) - vx-XTtq{k+m)+x(Skq+3)

by [13, 6.2], and

9 : uf nq(k+m-\)+2(S q+ ) —> v{~ nq(k+m-X)+x(S )

is an isomorphism of Z/p's by Theorem 2.5. Let G denote a generator of

vxxnq(k+m-X)+2(Skq+3), and let

Y £ v-xnq(k+m)+x(B(3,kq + 3))

project to Goq[ . By [22, 2.1],

pY = i,((dG,ax,p)) = d(G)ovx¿0.
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3.   Vi-PERIODIC HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF A COMPLEX STIEFEL MANIFOLD

In this section we prove Theorem 1.4. The bulk of the work, by far, is the

last case, which amounts to calculating certain vx -periodic homotopy groups of

the complex Stiefel manifold SU(30)/SU(11).
By the definition of 5(- • • ) given in Theorem 1.1, the first four cases of The-

orem 1.4 amount to just giving explicit values for vj"17t»(SU(«)), for certain

small values of «. It was proved in [13] that vl~xn2k(SU(n)) « Z/pe^k'"\

where ep(k, «) is the minimal p-exponent in a set of numbers related to Stir-

ling numbers of the second kind. These numbers had been studied earlier in

[12], where it was shown that for fixed « they are periodic in k, so that a

finite number of calculations suffice to determine ep(k, n) for all k . The first

four cases of Theorem 1.4 are a consequence of these remarks and extensive

computer calculations performed by the second author using Mathematica.

In the remainder of this section we prove the last case of Theorem 1.4. One

might be inclined to think, as we initially were, that the result follows from the

exact sequence in vj"1jt,(-) associated to the fibration

Sx ' -» SU'(30) -» 5(23, 35, 47, 59),

where SU'(30) = 5(11, 23, 35, 47, 59) is a direct factor of SU(30), so that
^¡"^»(SU'^O)) is known by [13]. However, we do not have a priori knowledge

of the morphism

Vi7xn2k_x(Sxx) - v17xn2k_x(S\J'(30)).

Diagram chasing applied to the many fibrations involving subquotients of

SU'(30) will, with the known results for SU'(«) 's, spheres, and 5(«, «+12) 's,

yield results for some, but not all, of the groups vx~xn2k(B(23, 35, 47, 59)).

Instead of working our way down from SU'(30), we work our way up, one

sphere at a time. We begin by extracting the following result from Theorem

1.3(2). Throughout the remainder of the paper, p — 1, v(-) = v7(-), and =

is mod 7.

Corollary 3.1. The groups whose orders are listed below are cyclic 1-groups.

v(\v-xnx2m+22(B(23,35))\)
i min(ll, 2 + u(m)), m^l,

{ min(17, 2 + v(m - 1)),    m = l,

KKl7Ii2m+22(5(35,47))|) = j

^(|wr17T12m+22(5(47,59))|) = (

. min(17,2 + i/(w-l)), «2^2,
i    rci2m+22 5 35,47 ))) = \ ......         ,          ...                  -

1 min(23, 2 + v(m - 2)), m = 2,

i min(23, 2 + v(m - 2)), m ^3,

min(29, 2 + v(m - 3)),    «2 = 3.

We will use this result and a delicate UNSS analysis to deduce the following

result, from which the desired result, the last case of 1.4, will follow by another

UNSS analysis.

Proposition 3.2. The groups whose orders are listed below are cyclic 1-groups.

min(l 1, 3 + v(m)), m ^1,2,

"17i12m+22(5(23, 35,47))|)=<¡ min(17, 3 + u(m - 1)),    m = 1,

min(23, 3+ i/(«i - 2)),    «2 = 2,
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v(\v-inX2m+22(B(35,47,59))\)

min(17, 3 + v(m - 1)),    «2^2,3,

min(23, 3 + v(m - 2)),    m = 2,

min(29, 3 +i>(m - 3)),    «2 = 3.

We will prove the second part of Proposition 3.2; the proof of the first part is

completely analogous. We will abbreviate uj"'7r»(5(«)) to w*(«). In particular,

v*(n) denotes v]~xnt(S"). Where convenient, we use 2k = \2m + 22. We will

use the following commutative diagram of exact sequences:

(3.3)

0

I
o2*(35)

1
^(35,47)

I
ü2*(47)

I
uat-1 (35)

0

I
i>2/t(35)

I
v2fc(35,47,

I

^(47,59)

o'

v2k-\(35)

59) V2k(59)

v2k(59)

?J2i_i(35,47)

I
*>2*-i(47)

All groups are known cyclic groups except the desired group v2k(35, 47, 59)

and v2k_x(35, 47), which might not be cyclic, but does not enter into the

argument. The crux is the determination of d'. This yields the order

of v2fc(35, 47, 59), and its cyclicity follows since the element of order p in

u2/t(47, 59) comes from that of v2k(47), which extends to the generator of

«2*(35).
For example, in the second case of the table below, our earlier results tell us

that the exact sequence in the second column of the above diagram is

0^z/p16^   ?    -» Z/p2 £ Z/p,

and the UNSS analysis below shows that d' is nonzero. Hence the unknown

group has order p17, and it must be cyclic because in (3.3) the horizontal map

to it is an injection from Z/p17.

All groups in the table below are cyclic 7-groups, and all but the last column

are known from our earlier work.

I"2fc(59)l   l«2t-i(47)|   |^(47,59)|   |t7a_i(35)|   |im(fl')|
n'-T

P

l>

P

P

P
P

w=É2,3;     v(m-\) = t<

u{m- 1)= 15

v(m- 1) > 16

1 < u(m-2) = t< 20
v(m-2) = 21

v(m - 2) > 22

1 <^(m-3) = Z<26
i/(w-3) = 27

v(m - 3) > 28

14 P

P

P

P

P

P

p2S
r.29

P

P

P
n'+l

pn

P

P

P

P-
pt+2

p2i

P2i
pt+2

P29

PL

0

P
P
0

p
p

Now we must establish that |im(<9')l is as claimed in the table. The result in

the sixth case follows by diagram chasing, but aside from that we work in the

UNSS as in §2, so that v2k(-) Ex2'2k+X(-
) and v2k_x(S")

72,2k+\
(S").

We begin by noting that if yi$9 generates ker(9), and if, letting d denote the

boundary in the unstable cobar complex,

d(yi59) =yaxi47 = d(wi47),
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then yxs9 - wx47 generates E2'2k+X(47, 59), and

d'(yxs9 - wx47) = y ® (136«2 - Mi)*35 - w ® 17^1/35.

Here we use [3, 3.4] for the coaction in SU, which determines the boundary

morphisms in the exact sequences obtained when building it up, and the explicit

formula (recall p = 7 )

_f
(3.4) ^2    hs = 1 +«1 + hxvx + hxv2 - 3h2vx + higher terms,

which can be derived as in [9, 2.8]. The 136 is obtained as ('27).

By Proposition 2.9, y will be am_3 in the first six cases of the table, and it

will be í*m-3/min(í+i,28) in the last three. In the first three cases, w = v["_4«2

by 2.12(3)(a), since we are in a stem where the unstable towers have order p.

Thus

d'(gen) = (am_3(136«2 - hxvx) - v™~4h\ ® \lhx)iiS,

and by (2.7) and (2.10) this desuspends to S5, where its first term establishes

it as a generator by 2.12(3)(b). Now establishing the claim about im((3') in the

first three cases just amounts to noting that by 2.12(1) the iterated suspension

E2,q{m-l)+5{s5) ^ ^2,^-1+35^35)

is 0 if t < 15, has image of order p if í = 15, and is injective if t > 16.
In the fourth and fifth cases, w - vlm~'~4h\+2 by 2.12(3)(a). This time

¿»'(gen) = (aw_3(136«2 - Ml) " <-'"4«5+2 ® 17«,)235

lies in a Z/p, and so is zero if it double desuspends. By (2.10), the first part

desuspends to S5, and by (2.7) v™~'~4h'x2 ® 17«ii35 double desuspends if

t + 2 < 22. If t = 21, Corollary 2.15 implies that v™-24«23 ®hxii5^0.

In the seventh case with t > 5 and the eighth case, w = v™~tJr2h'x~4. To

see this, we note that by (2.10) am^il+xaxt47 desuspends to am_3/t+xaxi2t-9,

where it is the element of order p by 2.15, and hence is i/(f|"_,+2«{~4247) by

2.12(3)(a). Now, in the seventh case with t > 5 ,

d'(gen) = (am_3/i+1(136«2 - Mi) - vf-'^h'-4 ® 17«,)*35

lies in a Z/p. The first part desuspends by (2.10), as does the second since

t-4 < 22, and so d'(gen) = 0. The eighth case is similar except we do not have

t - 4 < 22. Here, mod terms that desuspend, d'(gen) = 17t>["~24«23 ® «ii29 / 0

by 2.15 as above. The ninth case, like the eighth, has y = am^¡22 and w =

uj"_24/223z, and so is completed just like the eighth case. In the seventh case

with t < 5 , Qm_3/i+1 ® 0^47 desuspends to Sx by (2.10), and hence so does

w . Thus the term w ® 17«i/35 in d'(gen) double desuspends and hence is 0,

completing the proof of Proposition 3.2.

Now we are ready to prove the last case of Theorem 1.4. Although the proof

is very similar to the one we just finished, it is a bit more complicated because

of the extra cell, and so we write out the details.   We will use the following
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commutative diagram of exact sequences:

(3.5)

0

1
»»(23)

I
*>2fc(23,35)

1
»»(35)

I
w»-i(23)

0

I
=        «»(23)

I
-»   t>2*(23-59)

I
-   «»(35-59)

o'

=      v2k-x(23)

«2*(47, 59)

«»(47,59)

«»-i(23, 35)

I
w»-i(35)

Note that (23, 35, 47, 59) has been abbreviated to (23-59), and (35, 47,
59) similarly. As before, we seek to determine d', which, with the other known

cyclic groups, will tell the order of v2k (23-59), and its cyclicity follows from the

diagram. Again we divide into cases, where all groups except the last column are

known cyclic groups, and the last column will be established by UNSS analysis.

1^(47,59)1   |t;2,_,(35)|   1^(35-59)1   |^-,(23)|   |im(c?')|
m £ 1,2,3; v{m)

v{m) = 8

v(m) = 9
_v{m) > 10

t < 7 Iw+T 0

^TT „1TT1 <v(m- \) = t< 13

v(m- 1)= 14

v(m- 1) = 15

v(m- 1)> 16
ly+r
n22 n23

,23

P

P
P
P

0

p
p
p

1 < v{m - 2) = t < 19

v(jn - 2) = 20
v{m - 2) > 21 ~J+2~

,29

P
P

P

n29

,29

P
P

P

P

P

\ <v(m-l) = t<25

v{m - 3) = 26
¡/(m-3) >27

P

P

P

0

P
P

The argument proceeds very similarly to the previous one.   The boundary

morphisms are determined by

W (xsg) = 1 ®x59 + 23«i ® x47 + Í I   .  ) h2 - nhxvx\ X35

+ h\- 143«2?Ji + ll«i2;n^23-

As in the previous argument, the coefficients (which are units) do not play a role,

as there is always one term which dominates, and so there is no possibility of

cancelling, and so we will ignore coefficients. Also, in the formulas for y/(x),

the terms which have one or more vx 's on the right desuspend farther than

the «(-terms, and so may be omitted from the analysis. We will adopt these

conventions.

In the first block of four cases, the above proof of Proposition 3.2 shows that

the generator of E2'2k+X(47, 59) is am-3xs9 - v^~4h\x47, and

d (gen) = (am_3«ï -4«? >hx)xi5.
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By 2.12(3), this equals d(vxm~4h3x3s), and so, with the conventions mentioned

above, the generator of E2'2k+X(35-59) is am^xi9 + v^~4h\x47 ^v^hlx^ .
Therefore,

d'(gen) = (am_3 ® «3 + v™-4h\ ® «2 + v™-4h\ ® «,)x23.

This desuspends to the generator on S7 (due to the first term, by 2.12(3)(c)),

and the result follows from the result of 2.12(1) that

0,      v(m)<l,

\im(E22qm+7(S7) - E22'qm+23(S23))\ = I Pl     V{m) = 8'
1 pl,    v(m) - 9,

p3,    v(m) > 10.

In the second block of four cases, the d of the generator of (47, 59) is as in

the previous block, with am_3 ® «2X35 as its predominant term. By 2.12(3)(b),

this is úf(i>["~'-4«{+3235) in the first two cases of this block. Hence in these cases

the generator of Ex2<2k+X (35-59) is am_3*s9 + «r~4A?*47 + ví"-í~4Aí+3*35 , and

ô'(gen) = (am_3 ® «3 + v™~4h\ ®h2 + vlm-'-4h[+3 ® hx)i23

in a stem where the groups have order p . By (2.7), this desuspends (and hence

is 0) if t + 3 < 16, while by 2.15 it is nonzero if /= 14. In the third case in this

second block, ker(9) is generated by p times the generator of E2'2k+X(47, 59).

Replacing p«i by vx (using 2.6 and noting that Mi) can be ignored since

it will desuspend farther), we can write the generator of ker(<9) in this case

as v¡"~3«1x47 + îj[""18«,17X35 , which d' sends to «J7 ® «ix23 ^ 0. The fourth

case in this second block has ker(d) = 0, and so the second column of (3.5) is

isomorphic to the first column, which is known.

Now for the third block: By the proof of 3.2, the generator of E2'2k+X(41, 59)
is

am_3x59 + v™-'-4h'x+2x47   ifi<21,

am-2/23*47 \ft>2\.

The generator of ker(<9) is

f am_3x59 + v™-'-4h'+2x47     if / < 20,

(3.6) d(vxm-3)x59 + vi"-24/z22x47   if í = 21,

I  "m-2/22^47 if Í > 21 ,

which, by 2.12(3), maps by d to c/(^1"_1_^/if/35), where * = .nin(i - 3, 17).

In verifying this, remember that d effectively just replaces X59 by «2X35, and

x47 by «1X35. Therefore, the generator of E2'2k+X(35-59) is obtained by

adding vxm~x~eh\i-a to (3.6). Mod terms which desuspend farther, d'(gen) =

i>["-1-<,«[ ® «i/23, and this is 0 if t - 3 < 20, and nonzero if / - 3 > 20, as
claimed.

Finally, we handle the fourth block by a similar argument. If t < 5, the

slightly special considerations required in the seventh case of the proof of 3.2

are required; they only make things easier, and so we assume t > 5. The

generator of Ex22k+X(41, 59) is

( am_3/t+xx59 + v™-'+2h'-4x47   if t < 27,

I C*m-3/28*59 + «¡"-25/2P*47 if ? > 27 ,
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and the generator maps nontrivially under <3 if t > 27. Thus, if * =

min(t + 1, 27), the generator of ker(d) is

(3.7) am_3/ex59 + v?-e+3h\-5x47.

Here we have again used p«i = vx mod terms that desuspend farther. The

image under d of (3.7) is d^^^h^m) by 2.12(3) applied to the second
term. Note that the first term double desuspends one step farther, so that if

2.12(3) was applied to it, we would obtain v™+xü~eh\~xx = p^9"^"10.

Hence, the generator of Ex2'2k+X(35-59) is

™ v     j_ »,m—e+'ii,e—5 v      ,   ,,m-e+9¡,e-lO„
am-3/ex59 + «i "i     ^47+«i «]       ^35,

Ö'(gen) = (7JÍ"-f-3«í ® «3 + v™-e+3h\-5 ® h\ + v^-e+9hex~x0 ® ä,)i23 ,

and, as usual, this is 0 if * < 27 and nonzero if * = 27 , with the last term the

dominant one.
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